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This work considers how network slicing can use the network architecture Cloud-Radio Access Network (C-RAN) as an enabler for the required prerequisite network virtualization. Specifically this work looks at a segment of the C-RAN architecture called the fronthaul network. The fronthaul network required for network slicing needs to be able to dynamically assign capacity where it is needed. Deploying a fronthaul network faces a trade-off between fronthaul bitrate, flexibility, and complexity of the local equipment close to the user. This work relates the challenges currently faced in C-RAN research to the network requirements in network slicing. It also shows how using a packet-switched fronthaul for network slicing will bring great advantages and enable the use of different functional splits, while the price to pay is a minor decrease in fronthaul length due to latency constraints.

1. Introduction

Emerging technologies paving the way towards the next generation, 5G, mobile networks include the very promising concept of network slicing. Network slicing describes how one physical network is divided into multiple logical networks, referred to as network slices. One network slice can have specific capabilities related to one specific service, like one slice for Internet of Things (IoT), as this service has specific requirements to the network. Another benefit of network slicing is that it is possible for several operators to share the same physical network and thereby save cost for deployment and maintenance of the physical network equipment. Different network slices have different requirements to the network, because different applications have different requirements to the network [1]. The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) describes in [2] how network slicing is envisioned to provide different capabilities on different slices. These capabilities can be related to the three primary 5G drivers [3]:

(i) Extreme Mobile Broadband (eMBB) will support use cases like “shopping mall” requiring 300 Mbps experienced Downlink (DL) throughput and at least 95% availability and reliability for all applications [3].

(ii) Massive Machine-Type Communication (mMTC) will support use cases like “massive amount of geographically spread devices” requiring up to 1,000,000 devices per km² and 10 years of battery life [3].

(iii) Ultrareliable Machine-Type Communication (uMTC) will support use cases like “autonomous vehicle control” requiring latency below 5 ms and 99.999% availability and reliability [3].

These examples show how different the requirements can be, to different slices within network slicing. The same physical resources need to be able to carry very different demands, which do not only require complex QoS management but also put huge requirements to the physical network that should be able to handle it. Network slicing requires a virtualization of the network to be able to run several logical networks on top of the physical network [4].

Cloud-Radio Access Network (C-RAN) is a promising network architecture which can be used to enable virtualized networks and network slicing. In C-RAN the base station functions known from the protocol stack are divided into a Distributed Unit (DU) and a Centralized Unit (CU). The DU is located close to the antenna in the antenna mast and is thereby close to the user, where the CU can be located in a datacenter benefitting from high processing powers.
The exact location of the separation between these two entities is referred to as the functional split. The DU and the CU are connected using a so-called fronthaul network. The simplest division between DU and CU leaves only the Radio Frequency (RF) functions in the DU. This division will be referred to as the traditional split throughout this paper and the division of functions in the traditional split is illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1 illustrates the traditional split where the base station functions are illustrated using the LTE protocol stack, as no protocol stack exists for 5G at the time of writing. In the traditional split, raw in-phase quadrature (IQ) samples are transported on the fronthaul link, resulting in a very high and constant bitrate. Using the traditional split, the IQ samples need a special protocol for transport over the fronthaul network. Several options exist including the widely used Common Public Radio Interface (CPRI) [6]. Originally, CPRI was intended for point-to-point transmission, but this makes the fronthaul link very inflexible, as each CU/DU pair requires its own fiber connection. Seen from a network slicing perspective, this solution is not very flexible, as each slice gets a static amount of capacity assigned for fronthaul transmission.

CUs from several sites can be centralized in the same datacenter which is an enabler for modern network virtualization techniques. This way, processing functions are gathered in one place, the CU-datacenter, which can be virtualized. Network functions virtualization moves the network processes into software, and, instead of the functions running at a base station, they will be able to run at any server [7]. Virtualization of several functions is an important enabler for network slicing. The situation is illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2 illustrates how network virtualization of the CU-datacenter is used to run several logical network slices on top of one physical network. The logical slices serve different purposes as each of them complies with different network requirements. Virtualizing C-RAN brings benefits in scalable management of processing resources and enables network programmability [8]. This work looks into how network slicing can be enabled using C-RAN with a special focus on the issues raised in future fronthaul networks. The remainder of this paper contains an overview of the current trends being investigated within fronthaul deployment, a comprehensive description of the fronthaul challenges that are still under research, and a discussion of the options existing for C-RAN deployment.
2. Recent Trends in Mobile Fronthaul

The mobile fronthaul network has been considered in several papers, investigating different solutions and options. C-RAN and network slicing are two concepts that have already been combined in several works. Reference [5] contributes with a dynamic network slicing scheme for multitenant C-RANs. In [9] a demo of network slicing using C-RAN is introduced which aims at efficiently sharing the bandwidth resources among different slices.

A large survey on cloud-based services in [8] states the benefits of virtualized networks and argues for the use of the C-RAN architecture due to its scalability and high system capacity. The standardization of C-RAN and the division of functions between the CU and DU are a currently on-going process, where 3GPP contributes with [10] and IEEE have established the 1914 Next Generation Fronthaul Interface (NGFI) working group [11]. Also different industry alliances are looking into the subject including the CPRI consortium [12], NGMN alliance [13], and Small Cell Forum [14]. In [15], the authors argue for using the Ethernet network as the new fronthaul, as it is already deployed and brings several benefits. Reference [16] reports on the performance of different functional splits over a bridged Ethernet network; results show fronthaul processing delays and how these are affected by different types of traffic flows. Different papers and organizations use different naming or numbering of the functional splits. To illustrate the functional splits from a more generic point of view, this paper will not refer to any names, but only to the locations of the functional splits in the LTE protocol stack. And only those functional split locations with specific fronthaul abilities will be mentioned, as many more exist. For a complete overview of the options currently researched are referred to in [17].

3. Fronthaul Link Type

The performance of a fronthaul network depends on whether a circuit-switched solution or a packet-switched solution is chosen. The capabilities of a circuit- and a packet-switched fronthaul network are summarized in Table 1.

Circuit-switched solutions, for example, Optical Transport Network (OTN), provide a constant use of resources, as the connections are always using the same amount of capacity, which is statically assigned. This means that queuing will be very limited as the resources are always reserved and the network provides a stable connection in terms of capacity, timing, and synchronization. OTN is a circuit-switched solution that provides protection and multiplexes several transmissions using WDM [18]. The pros of using OTN are that it uses Forward Error Correction (FEC) and it can measure the Bit Error Rate (BER). But when using OTN, or another circuit-switched technology in the fronthaul network, the capacity is fixed to the already assigned carriers and is not able to assign extra capacity to establish or scale slices dynamically.

In packet-switched technologies, it is possible to dynamically assign capacity when needed. Using statistical multiplexing, a packet-switched network is adaptable for a variable load on the fronthaul, because multiple connections are multiplexed into one fiber. Ethernet is an example of a packet-switched fronthaul technology. Ethernet allows sharing of the network infrastructure through standardized virtualization techniques and, through its packet-switched operation, it will save resources on the fronthaul link using statistical multiplexing gain [15]. This makes Ethernet able to flexibly allocate resources and, when considering network slicing, dynamically reserve resources for specific slices. Ethernet has several advantages to be used for fronthaul; it is flexible, cost-effective, and widely used. The Ethernet network has one problem though, before it can be used as the new fronthaul network; in a packet-switched technology, traffic is more eager to queue. Queuing traffic can create unwanted delay and jitter in a mobile network, and therefore the industry is looking into solutions to avoid that using for example carrier grade management. In Ethernet the latency will also be affected by the number of switches to be passed through; this is the reason why Time Sensitive Networking (TSN) is providing options for traffic prioritization in the standard for frame preemption [19].

The trend is pointing towards using Ethernet as the fronthaul network [15], and this will be the focus in the remainder of this paper.

4. Challenges in Mobile Fronthaul

The introduction of network slicing requires a virtualization of the network and an efficient use of resources in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Circuit switched fronthaul</th>
<th>Packet switched fronthaul</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pros</td>
<td>Guaranteed bitrate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cons</td>
<td>Load independent of cell load.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>Guaranteed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timing</td>
<td>Guaranteed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synchronization</td>
<td>Guaranteed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QoS</td>
<td>Dedicated user channel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service Guarantee</td>
<td>Dedicated resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiplexing</td>
<td>TDM or WDM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resource utilization</td>
<td>Constant use of resources</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Comparison of a circuit switched and a packet switched fronthaul link.
4.1. Functional Split. A packet-switched technology, like Ethernet, does not obtain many benefits when transmitting data requiring a constant bitrate. Therefore, with the user bitrates highly increasing in 5G [2], the traditional split is not a sustainable solution due to the very high and constant fronthaul bitrate. The term functional split defines different options for splitting up the functions in the protocol stack. The trend points towards including more functions in the DU compared to the traditional split. When only a few functions are left in the DU, the signal is raw and the fronthaul bitrate is high with a constant load. Adding more functions in the CU will decrease the fronthaul bitrate and increase the fronthaul flexibility, as the signal gets more processed before the transmission, resulting in a fronthaul bitrate that will vary with the user load. But the low and variable bitrate comes with a cost; the DUs become more complex and thereby more difficult to install and maintain. A variable bitrate on the fronthaul network is crucial for Ethernet to perform dynamical resource allocation, and the lower the bitrate is, the more the resources can be multiplexed into the same fiber. The fronthaul bitrate can be calculated by looking at what type of data is actually being transmitted on the fronthaul link, which is different depending on what functional split is chosen. To state an example of the huge difference between the different functional splits, the fronthaul bitrates for different functional split options are illustrated in Figure 3. The fronthaul bitrates are calculated based on formulas from [14] and considering a 20 MHz LTE carrier using two antenna ports and 64 QAM modulation. The fronthaul bitrates are calculated for four different splits: the traditional split between the RF and physical layer (RFPHY), a split in the physical layer (PHY), a split between the physical layer and the Media Access Control (PHY/MAC), and a split between the Packet Data Convergence Protocol and Radio Resource Control (PDCP/RRC). The bitrates and the corresponding split location in the LTE protocol stack. The splits and their corresponding fronthaul bitrates are illustrated in Figure 3. Here functions on the left side of the red line are included in the CU and functions on the right side are included in the DU.

Figure 3 illustrates the locations of four different functional split options, and their corresponding fronthaul bitrates. The bitrate for the RFPHY option is very high, and the bitrates for the PDCP/RRC and PHY/MAC options are very low. The functional split will also determine whether the bitrate on the fronthaul link is constant or varies with user load. This is determined by the amount of functions left in the DU, i.e., the amount of signal processing from the physical layer taking place in the DU. Looking at Figure 3, then the RFPHY split has a constant load, where the PHY/MAC, PDCP/RRC splits have bitrates varying with user load on the fronthaul link. Whether the fronthaul bitrate is variable or not for the PHY split is depending on where in the physical layer the PHY split is located. Figure 4 illustrates the functional blocks within the physical layer and what types of data is transported in-between them. The blocks that affect the fronthaul bitrate the most are highlighted and will be further discussed; the remaining blocks are included in the figure for completeness. Read from the right side, data is received/transmitted from the RF block represented by IQ symbols. The red line illustrates how functional splits that include the RE (de)mapper in the DU have a variable load on the fronthaul link, where functional splits located closer to the RF block have a constant load on the fronthaul link. Read from the right towards left, Figure 4 illustrates how the DL signal received by the antennas are transmitted via the antenna ports into processing in the physical layer before it is further sent to the MAC using transport blocks, and reverse for the receiver. In the RF block, the signal is up/down converted and sampled. When entering the PHY block, the cyclic prefix is removed and sent into the Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) where the signal is converted into subcarriers in the frequency domain. The FFT process induces a large reduction on the fronthaul bitrate, which in LTE corresponds to 40%, due to removal of guard subcarriers [20]. The Resource Element (RE) mapper maps between subcarriers and symbols. In this process, the unused subcarriers forwarded from the FFT can be detected. This way the RE mapper makes the signal vary with the user load [20]. Therefore, DUs that include the RE mapper will have a variable bitrate on the fronthaul link. And DUs that do not include the RE mapper will have a constant bitrate on the fronthaul link; i.e., functional splits on the left side of the red line have variable bitrate, and functional splits on the right side have constant bitrate on the fronthaul link. Another process in PHY that will further reduce the fronthaul bitrate is the modulation. When modulating the signal, a certain amount of bits will be mapped into one symbol, depending on the order of modulation [21]. The order of modulation will then determine how much the signal is reduced.
Using transport blocks the signal is transmitted from the physical layer into the MAC. In the LTE MAC, the Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) process is located together with a scheduler determining the cooperation among DUs [10]. The HARQ process is very time critical [21] and this puts large latency constraints on the fronthaul network when this process is located in the CU-datacenter. The scheduler on the other hand is beneficial to have in the centralized CU-datacenter for better management of the DU resources. Some functional splits are proposed to separate the scheduler into a local scheduler block in the DUs and a central scheduler in the CU-datacenter [10].

4.2. Fronthaul Delay. It is crucial for the fronthaul link to comply with different delay requirements, both because different functions within the protocol stack have different delay requirements and because different applications have different requirements to the response time. In network slicing, where all services rely on one network, the network needs to be compatible with the worst case situations. Using a packet-switched network, an extra delay can be expected due to queuing or a slight delay added in frame preemption for the high priority packets [19]. The delay on the fronthaul link is crucial to determine the length of the fronthaul network, as the distance between a DU and the CU-datacenter is determined by the maximum delay. Since certain functions and services determine the delay limits in the network, this delay will also determine the maximum distance between the DU and the CU-datacenter. The delay is given in

\[\text{Delay} = 2 \cdot \text{transmission delay} + \text{processing delay}\]  

The transmission delay is calculated as

\[\text{Transmission delay} = \frac{\text{Packet size}}{\text{fronthaul bitrate}}\]  

The maximum Ethernet packet size is 1500 bytes. The fronthaul bitrates are calculated based on formulas in [14].

The Round Trip Time (RTT) describes the time from a request is sent until a message is received, and therefore it also includes the propagation delay, i.e., the time for the request to propagate through the given medium with a certain length. The RTT is given in

\[\text{RTT} = \text{delay} + 2 \cdot \text{propagation delay}\]  

The RTT delay needs to be compliant with the delay requirements for the specific service that it is running, and when an Ethernet fronthaul is assumed, the delay for queuing and processing through Ethernet needs to be considered. Therefore a delay for one Ethernet switch is added as Dsw and multiplied by the number of switches:

\[\text{RTT} > \text{delay} + 2 \cdot \text{Dsw} \cdot \# \text{switches} + 2 \cdot \text{propagation delay}\]  

The delay in one switch, Dsw is depending on the type of switch and the packet size. The following equation is an assumption for Dsw assuming a Gb Ethernet switch is used:

\[\text{Dsw} = \frac{\text{Packet size}}{1 \cdot 10^9} \cdot 1000 \text{ms} \cdot \text{switch processing time and queuing delay}\]  

The total switch processing time and queuing delay can be adjusted according to amount of traffic and priority packets. In this work, it is assumed to be factor 3.

The propagation delay is calculated as

\[\text{Propagation delay} = \text{propagation delay per km} \cdot \text{fronthaul range}\]  

The distance between the DU and CU, the fronthaul range, can be determined by

\[\text{Fronthaul range} \leq \frac{(\text{RTT} - \text{delay})}{\text{propagation delay per km}}\]  

As an example, eMBB is considered as the service giving the delay requirements, here the maximum latency for the user plane is 4 ms [22], corresponding to 8 ms RTT. The fiber propagation delay is 10 μs/km [23].

Figure 5 illustrates how much the fronthaul range is affected when the transmitted data has to pass through different numbers of switches. Depending on the processing delay, the fronthaul range can be several hundred of km. It must be considered that the processing time might be lower in the CU-datacenter compared to the standalone DU. Therefore the processing delay has to be distinguished...
between the amount of functions being processed in the DU and in the CU-datacenter. The amount of switches the data needs to pass on the way between the DU and the CU-datacenter will most likely depend on the population density in the current area, as a higher population density might incur more switches in the area. Looking at Figure 5, then the difference between passing one switch and 25 switches gives a difference in the fronthaul range of approximately 170 km.

Some functions within the LTE protocol stack have higher requirements to the max delay; this is for example the HARQ process located in the MAC, which is limited by a RTT of 5 ms [21]. And because LTE might need to coexist with other RATs on its own network slice, HARQ is also considered here. In splits where the HARQ process is located in the CU-datacenter, the signal needs to be transferred over the fronthaul network and back within the 5 ms RTT. The RTT of the HARQ located in the DU and the CU, respectively, is illustrated in Figure 6.

Figure 6 shows how the distance to overcome when the HARQ process is located in either the CU or the DU. When the HARQ process is located in the DU, the distance to the user is very short and the signal only has to travel from the user to the DU and back within the 5 ms of RTT. Therefore, the latency for the splits where the HARQ process is included in the DU is more relaxed and results in a much longer fronthaul range. The location of the MAC and HARQ process in the LTE protocol stack is illustrated in Figure 7.

Due to the HARQ process’s delay limitations, three delay scenarios exist: one for the splits before the RE mapper, having a constant load on the fronthaul link, one for the remaining splits where the HARQ is located in the CU-datacenter, and one for the splits where the HARQ is located in the DU and the latency is limited by a certain service. The latter one has already been described.

The delay budget for the splits before the RE mapper, with no Ethernet delay added as the connection is expected to be circuit-switched:

\[ 5\, ms > \text{delay} + 2 \cdot \text{propagation delay} \quad (8) \]

Figure 8 illustrates the fronthaul range limited by the HARQ process. The number of switches is 5.

Figure 8 shows how the HARQ requirements affect the range of the fronthaul link. The figure also shows how different processing delays will affect the fronthaul range. Applications that have larger requirements to the delay need to follow this limitation if they use the traditional functional split or a split where the HARQ is located in the DU. Applications that have the HARQ located in the DU have larger requirements to the delay resulting in a much longer fronthaul range illustrated in Figure 5. Figure 8 clearly shows that the delay added by the Ethernet network affects the fronthaul length, as the options "Before RE map" and "HARQ in CU" have a clearly division. Theoretically, the processing delay should be lower for the functions implemented in the CU-datacenter, as those have higher processing powers available compared to the single DUs at the cell sites. This would in that case affect the RTT, but this has not been taken into consideration in these calculations. Figure 8 shows how using an Ethernet network as fronthaul has a minor impact on the delay and thereby the fronthaul range.

5. Discussion

In a physical network used for network slicing, one network has to carry the traffic from several logical networks, each having very different requirements to the physical network. The one physical network needs to be able to run all extreme scenarios at the same time. It must have high capacity in terms of bitrates and number of supported devices and it must be extremely resilient and support ultralow latency, all at the same time for the network resources to be utilized on the right slices. C-RAN networks open up for the opportunity to share processing resources and allocate extra resources where they are needed as several functions are incorporated in a datacenter. But when using a circuit-switched fronthaul, resources are statically assigned and provide a dedicated transmission. Therefore a trade-off exists between latency added in packet queues and dynamical resource allocation in the fronthaul network. The trend points towards using the already established Ethernet network as fronthaul. If a solution using Ethernet or another packet-switched fronthaul technology is chosen, the capabilities provided by TSN will be highly necessary to prioritize the functions with very strict latency requirements. In Ethernet the physical resources can be utilized in a more efficient manner by flexibly allocating capacity within the fibers and the switches corresponding to a specific slice's demands. Using a flexible resource allocation, it is optional whether TSN is used in one slice or not. It is also optional what functional split is used in a specific slice.
and so on. One big downside of using a packet-switched network is usually that the delay is enhanced, but due to the calculations prior to Figure 8, the delay is minor. The length of the fronthaul, referring to Figures 5 and 8, is depending on the delay requirements and the available processing powers.

A crucial parameter is to decide which functional split to use, or in which situations a certain functional split shall be used. Different functional splits have different pros and cons, which is partly related to what benefits the different functions have when they are local, close to the user or when they are centralized benefitting from large processing powers in the CU-datacenter. Hence different functional splits can be used in different scenarios. Some scenarios might require a large amount of centralized processing and a simple DU, where other scenarios obtain benefits in separating the user plane and control plane. Other functional splits are in-between these extremities: they want the benefits from a simplified DU but they also want a low fronthaul bitrate. Seen from a network slicing perspective it is recommended to use functional splits that have a variable fronthaul bitrate and runs over a packet-switched network. Considering the primary 5G drivers from [3], then eMBB will benefit from a variable bitrate on the fronthaul link; as enormous amounts of data needs to be transmitted at peak times, it will also benefit from a large amount of centralized processing, for a more efficient allocation of resources. mMTC has relaxed bitrate requirements; therefore it will benefit from a simple DU for easy deployment and maintenance. uMTC has very strict requirements to the latency, and thereby it requires a network with good traffic management and flexible resource allocation in the fronthaul network for faster transmission, and it will benefit from a centralized MAC scheduler. If C-RAN carries the network architecture for the physical network in network slicing, this one network needs to be compatible with all the requirements in all slices. In this manner it would make most sense to use different functional splits for different slices, in order to obtain the best resource utilization and performance.
6. Conclusion

C-RAN is a promising network architecture enabling virtualization techniques to be used for example for network slicing. In C-RAN the sites are connected, using a fronthaul network, to high capacity datacenters running more or less base station processing functions. Deploying a fronthaul network faces a trade-off between fronthaul bitrate, flexibility, and complexity of the local equipment close to the user. Network slicing introduces the concept of one physical network running several logical networks with different requirements on top. As the different slices can have very large and differentiated requirements to the network, the physical network needs to be equipped to handle extreme scenarios. This work showed how using a packet-switched fronthaul, for network slicing will bring great advantages and enable the use of different functional splits, while the price to pay is a relatively minor delay.
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